EXPIRED SCHOOL for
REALTORS
2018 TRAINING KIT
Request Access to Facebook community
https://www.facebook.com/groups/schoolforrealtors
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MINDSET TRICKS
Come from Contribution (Realize that the seller has an issue and you are there to help. If
they don’t want your help, then it’s their loss, plus you can always try back later)

Don’t take the word NO personal
Don’t take yourself so serious
Have fun
Ask yourself “what is the worst that can happen?”
Ignore the self-talk (As I was just about to call someone and I realized that my little voice
was trying to sabotage me before I picked up the phone, by telling me she does not want to talk
with me. When she answered, she was happy to hear from me!)

Remember is a numbers game
Determine how many contacts you must make to set an appointment, in the
beginning, it will take a lot more contacts. Remember my first month in the
business I called 800 to get 7 appointments. Now I can get an appointment from
calling 25-30. That happened through lots of practice.
I don’t get upset when I hear “NO” on number 18 because I have not yet hit 25.
Create a Vision board
PIC MY Vison Board
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INSTRUCTIONS for the best way to use the Expired School for Realtors kit.
By follow these simple steps you will develop a consistent flow with your new system.
st

1 Step - Request Access to Facebook community (link below)

https://www.facebook.com/groups/138516896830054/
nd

2 Step – Listen to the MP3 Audio file on Mindset
3rd Step – Listen to MP3 voice-mail and then set up your voice-mail
th

4 Step – Listen to MP3 of modeling the 7 types scripts and handlers
th

5 Step – Read the 7 types scripts and handlers at least 5x OUT LOAD. Then read it twice before

you go to bed and then twice when you wake up in the morning for a week.
th

6 Step – Read Rules for Role Play Document (this can be done right away after you first read the

script 5x)
th

7 Step – Find 5 Role Play partners. Use the facebook group and other agents with similar goals.

Stick with the committed winners.
You should now be ready to start making your calls.
th

8 Step – (If you plan to use a dialer) Go to davidihill.com/affiliates for discounts on services
9 Step - Set up your 1st email – Copy and paste from template (make sure to tailor email so it
th

sounds like you) This template is an example to give you a general idea, but it works.
10th Step – Set up your copy and paste drip plan in your CRM.

Remember it’s always a numbers game
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EXPIRED MASTERY
SEVEN MAIN OBJECTION SCRIPTS AND HANDLERS
INTRODUCTION (MIRROR tonality and pace)

Hi (name-only if certain of pronunciation) my name is (name) from company name.
(if lots of agents call from your company) use: I am a local agent.
Is this the owner of (address)?
YES: Great Did I catch you at a BAD TIME? (you’re looking for a NO, if they say yes,

ask for a better time to call back)
NO: Do you know how I can get in-touch with (the owner) ask for phone number

I study the market and follow the MLS daily and noticed your home came up as an
expired listing, are you still selling the home? / or accepting offers?
YES: Great I would like to schedule a time to drop by to show you how we get

homes sold. I have openings today at (time) and again (tomorrow or time) which of
those times work best for you?
NO: I’m curious, why do you think the home did not sell? (let them vent and dig

deep) What was the main reason for selling?
That sounds frustrating, would you still sell if you could get you what you wanted?
YES: Great why don’t we meet and see if I can get you what you want. There is no

obligation. Do you have time today or would tomorrow work better?
NO: Sorry to hear that, what has changed?
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1. NOT INTERESTED

I sense your frustration with the market, did you know that even the best homes
don’t sell the first time. We can expose your home to 100’s of buyers who did not
see your home when it was on market before. (everyday new buyers hit the market
for many personal reasons)
If you sense the person is going to hang up on you, say “before you hang up, why
do you think the house did not sell?”
If an offer of (past asking price) was presented to you with a 30-day closing, would
you be able to make that work?
YES: That is exactly why we need to meet! (alternate close then get motivation)
NO: How much time do you need to close? (ask questions about closing timeline)

MOTIVATION

Ok, if your house had sold, where were you moving to? (that’s exciting)
What was bringing you to (place moving) (mirror - last 2 or 3 words) What else was
important about the move? (mirror) How would you have felt if you had got
there?
(sounds awesome) If you were confident I could sell your home, would you meet
with me?
YES: (alternate close)
NO: (move to next objection handler)
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2. I AM GOING TO RE-LIST WITH THE SAME AGENT

I respect your loyalty and I am hearing you feel obligated to the last agent because
they spend time and money on your home, is that correct? (no matter what they
say) You don’t owe me anything and you really don’t owe the other agent
anything, but would you agree you owe yourself the very best?
YES: Great would it hurt to hear what I do to get homes sold?
NO: In your honest opinion did they do everything in their power to sell the home?

(pause) and yet the house did not sell, so really what do you have to lose?
Let’s do the right thing and set an appointment for me to come by (alternate close)
YES: (schedule time and back to motivation)
NO: (continue Below)

I’m curious, why do you think the home did not sell?
How did you choose the agent you were listed with?
What marketing strategies did they use to sell your home?

It sounds like your home could have been more aggressively marketed, what are
your thoughts?
Do you have 15 minutes for me to show you what we do for marketing? I could
come today or even on the weekend, which would work?
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3. WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO DIFFERENT THAN THE LAST AGENT

Sell your home! (smile) (keep moving to next script)
It’s hard to know what the last agent did, but I study homes and prices daily which
is why we are able to help our clients sell and many times for more money.
(alternate close)

4. I AM GOING TO SELL MYSELF

After what you have been through, I can appreciate that. Sounds to me, you just
want to find the best agent to get your home sold. If you did hire another agent
what would you be looking for in (him/her)?
YES: (schedule time and back to motivation)
NO: Let me ask, if you took your car to a mechanic and they could not get your car

fixed, would you take it home and try and fix it yourself or would you find a
specialist to fix it? (smile- of course.) Isn’t this the same? Listen I’m a specialist so
why don’t I pop by to take a quick look. (alternate close and back to motivation)

5. I HAVE HAD x/10 AGENTS CALL ME

I get that (name or sir/mam) a lot of agents are trained to call but would you agree
there are probably only a few agents who can get your home sold? Exactly!
My (team/office/brokerage etc.) has been working successfully with expired sellers
for ___ years. (alternate close and back to motivation)
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6. I AM GOING TO TAKE THE HOUSE OFF THE MARKET

It sounds like you have given up on selling the house… (pause)
I can appreciate that, where were you moving to? (that’s exciting)
What was bringing you to (place moving) (mirror - last 2 or 3 words) What else was
important about the move? (mirror) How would you have felt if you had got
there? (sounds awesome) If you were confident we could sell your home; would
you meet with me?
YES: (alternate close)
NO: (move to next objection handler)

I specialize in homes that did not sell the first time and have been doing this for
___ yrs. I would be happy to look at your home share a few of the strategies that
we use to sell so many homes.
YES: (alternate close)
NO: (move to next objection handler)

If you were presented with an offer of (past asking price) tomorrow, would you
accept it? Great we have buyers coming through my office weekly, when is a good
time to drop by?
(alternate close)
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7. I HAVE ALREADY SELECTED WITH ANOTHER AGENT

Have you signed a contract?
YES: (have a great rest of your day, btw how long did you sign)
NO: If you had a major illness and needed surgery would you get a 2nd opinion?

Selling a home is not exactly surgery but it is a huge investment. If you felt there
was a way to get more money and a quicker sale would you want to know about
it?
YES: (schedule time and back to motivation)
NO: (back to motivation)
HOW WILL YOU GET ME MORE?

Our homes are selling for (x%) that's almost (x%) above the market average of
(x%). What would you do with an extra ($$) (put into dollars) from the sale?
That’s exactly why we need to meet? (alternate close)

IF NO MATTER WHAT YOU SAY YOU CAN’T GET THE APPOINTMENT

Do you mind if I keep your home in our off-MLS inventory for buyers?
Great, what is your email address? (set up in drip and follow up)
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EXPIRED Handlers
BRING A BUYER

o I don’t know if I have a buyer because I have not seen your home yet.
o Honestly, I don’t know enough about your home to bring a buyer.
o We have buyers coming in weekly for relocation and one of our services is to
preview the homes before they come out, saving both you and them time.
PICTURES ONLINE

o Pictures online a great and one of the services we provide our clients is to
preview the interior of the home before they come out.
o No disrespect to your home but I have seen many photos that looked
amazing and when we got to the house it looked like a different house.
YOU NEVER BROUGHT A BUYER WHEN MY HOUSE WAS ON THE MARKET

o I am a listing specialist and focus on selling our homes 1st. While your home
was on the market we close ( __ ) homes.
o I do not recall your agent contacting me personally to invite me over. (that is
something we do with our listings)
I AM GOING TO RE-LIST WITH FRIEND / FAMILY MEMBER

o Curious why you did not go that route the first time?
o I can appreciate you being a good friend but is your top priority doing your
friend a favor or getting the house sold?
o Are you sure you feel comfortable mixing business with (fill in blank)
(If they don’t feel comfortable working with friend/family but feel obligated, offer
to give the other agent a referral as a win-win.)
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CLOSES
o I have times at ______ or _______, which works better for you?
o Can I come by this afternoon?
o What time works best for me to come by?
o Do days or weekends work better?
o Do mornings or evenings work better?
o Why don’t we meet so that I have already seen your home in the case a
buyer does show up at my office
o What would it take for you to feel comfortable interviewing me?
o Would it be crazy if I asked to come by and sell the house?

Remember to switch up your closes so that you do not sound like a robot.
Remember to pause after you ask a question.
Let them speak so that you get the fuel you need to help them.
Always get the email address
Never burn the bridge
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VOICE- MAIL SCRIPTS
EXPIRED OPTIONS
EXPIRED I (Very vague intentionally you are looking for a call back)
Hi, my name is ______ calling from (company or local agent). I am calling about
(address of listing) please call me back as soon as possible, my direct number is
_______.

EXPIRED II
Hi, my name is ______ calling from (company or local agent). I am calling because I
noticed your home recently came off the market. I am wondering if your still
accepting offers? Please call me back as soon as possible, my direct number is
_______.
(This message will determine if they are still motivated to sell, they may call back and ask if you
have an offer. Be honest and let them know you would like to look at the house.)

You can choose to say the person's name after “Hi”, but make sure you are 100%
correct it’s the right name and pronunciation.
**Disclosure should at end of every voice-mail
If your home has been relisted or if you are still under contract with an agent please
disregard this message.
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TEXT SCRIPTS
EXPIRED OPTIONS
EXPIRED I (goal to get a response)
Hi, is this the owner of (address)?
(After they respond move to next text)

EXPIRED II (Very vague intentionally you are looking for a response on selling)
Hi, my name is ______ from (company or local agent). Are you still looking to sell
(address of listing)?

EXPIRED III
Hi, my name is ______ from (company or local agent). I noticed your home
recently came off the market. Are you still accepting offers or looking to sell
(address of listing)?
(This message will determine if they are still motivated to sell, they may respond with “do you
have an offer or buyer?” Be honest and let them know you would like to look at the house.)

CLOSE
Can I come by and drop off some information this afternoon?
Engagement
Why do you think the house did not sell?

You can choose to add the person's name after “Hi”, but make sure you are 100%
correct it’s the right name and spelling.
Use the 7 types as well via text
The key with text is to start a dialogue?
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